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Gregory’s Girl star John Gordon Sinclair and his wife Line of Duty star Paula Maloney have helped a Glasgow girl football team raise funds to buy new kit.

The 35 players at Glengyle High School want to give thanks to the team for their help. The club was in need of tops, shorts and socks for their training sessions and games.

The school team is raising funds through a £100 donation.
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**RARE BUTTERFLIES**

A butterfly that disappeared from Scotland nearly 150 years ago may now have re-colonised the south of the country.

The comma has become extinct in Scotland for more than a century.

The comma was last recorded in 1889.

**PAKISTAN JOINS BAN ON CHINA’S TIKTOK**

Pakistan has blocked the video-sharing social media app TikTok, citing alleged security threats.

The ban comes after TikTok banned 275 videos from Pakistan.

The ban is expected to have a significant impact on Pakistan’s internet users.
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**From Scotland with love and peace: Folk icon’s songs of justice would be heard around the world**

Joan Baez has always felt an “extra connection to Scotland” and programmed her Glasgow gig last night as a fundraiser for lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and gender-nonbinary people.

**The songs**
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**By Elizabeth Thomson**

Biographer of Joan Baez on her Scottish connections

Joan Baez met Bob Dylan in 1965

On a Sunday evening in Edinburgh, the 35-year-old Dylan was playing a set at the City Hall.

The church that is home to the last few of Scotland’s Presbyterian and Free Church congregations, St John’s Church in Edinburgh, was holding a free concert.

Dylan performed a set of songs that would go on to become classics, including “Like a Rolling Stone” and “Suzanne.”
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